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Explore different 4017 IC projects with circuit diagram, working principle, and other details. In this electronics project, I have explained how to make simple LED chaser lights with CD4017 & 555 timer IC. In this article, I have shared the required components, complete… In this 4017 project, I have explained how to make a clap switch circuit using
4017. With this clap switch, you can turn on or turn off any device with… How to make 4017 LED chaser circuit diagram only using RGB LED. You can easily make this simple led chaser circuit using only 4017. How to make IR sensor switch using the CD4017 IC and 1738 IR receiver explained with circuit. Control light from manual switch & IR
Remote. In this 4017 project, I have shown how to make a motion sensor light switch using the CD4017 IC and IR proximity sensor with circuit. The IC 4017 is a versatile counter divider IC which can be applied for making many different interesting electronic circuits. In this post we will learn about a few useful yet simple 4017 IC circuits and
projects, assorted and compiled from this blog.How to Understand IC 4017 PinoutsBefore we delve into the many circuits built using the IC 4017, it would be very important to first learn how the various pinouts of the IC are designed to work. This chapter explains in details regarding how to configure the pinouts of the IC 4017.Sequential LED Array
Light Circuit Using IC 4017 ExplainedAre you interested to build a sequential mains controlled running lamp circuit? For users who want to build a device which will allow 10 mains AC operated lamps to light in a sequential manner, creating running lamp effect, this simple 4017 project can be the one you are looking for.Electronic Dice Circuit
[Digital Dice]We all have played some or the other way, with this thing called the dice, which has a cube like structure with 1 to 6 dots printed on each of its 6 surfaces. In this specific article we learn how to build the electronic version of the dice, which would produce the same results as our old manual dice, but in the digital format.3-Digit LED
Capacitance Meter CircuitCapacitance meter is a very useful device which can be used for measuring the values of unknown capacitors. This feature is mostly not available in regular digital multimeters. But this can be easily built using the IC 4017 through a simple circuit as discussed in the following article.Converting Wasted Spark Ignition to
Sequential Spark, for High Efficiency CombustionAs the name suggests this 4017 based circuit has something to do with the saving fuel in vehicles. That's right, the above customized simple 4017 circuit is configured in such a way that its sequential output can be used for converting the unused sparks in a car engine into useful combustion, thereby
improving the fuel consumption of the vehicle and the overall efficiency of the vehicle. More can be read in this article.Touch Dimmable LED Light Bar CircuitThe IC 4017 can be also used for making a touch operated LED lamp, which will simply respond to your fingers for switching ON and Off. You can learn more about this simple IC 4017 based
touch activated LED lamp project in the following post.Rotating LED Chakra Circuit for God IdolsA rotating LED lamp can be a great way of decorating any specific item, mostly the ones that are related to gods, such as a god idol. Just imagine, some bright colorful LEDs moving in circles at the back of the head of a God idol, this can create an
awesome looking decoration item, and can be a great piece of attraction at home. The following article explains how to build one such simple 4017 circuit projects.4 Simple Clap Switch Circuits [Tested]A clap switch is a device that operates a load ON/OFF in response to clap sounds. An ordinary IC 4017 circuit is quite sufficient for configuring a
great sound operated relay switch which will switch ON and switch OFF any load connected to the output relay. One such project is explained in the following article:7 Modified Sine Wave Inverter Circuits Explored – 100W to 3kVAA sine wave inverter is always considered to be a complex project since it allows the generation of the output AC with a
pure sine waveform. However, you can easily construct a an almost pure sine wave like 220V inverter using a single IC 4017 and a few other components, as explained in the following article:LED Chaser Circuits – Knight Rider, Scanner, Reverse-Forward, CascadedIt seems we missed this one of the most popular applications of the IC 4017. The
application is about LED chaser circuit which works specifically by suing this Johnson's counter divide by 10 IC 4017. A number of different chser circuit are covered under this post, which includes, the famous knight rider chaser, LED scanner circuit, 16 LED cascaded chaser and many more.There are plenty of more simple 4017 IC circuit projects
that you can build, and exploit the huge application range of this extremely useful IC.Miscellaneous 4017 CircuitThis is a circuit for a 10-stage sequential LED flasher or chaser, in which a single LED is switched on at any one instant and the other nine are off, with the on LED advancing one step up in response to each input clock pulse.Reversing the
polarity of all LEDs and connecting their common point to the positive supply line produces an alternate action in which nine LEDs are on and one is off at any one instant, and advances in response to the clock pulses at pin#14.Musical Tone GeneratorA desired musical tune or melody may be generated with this circuit of a 10-stage 4-note musical
sequencer. Several more resistors can be added to the R1-R4 network chain to maximize the number of accessible notes.How to Create a Single Output Sequence and then StopThe above 4017 circuit demonstrates a simple way to wire the 4017 such the counting freezes after a preset counting sequence. The counter is configured to halt as soon
as the "9" output drives the clock inhibit pin#13 high. By pushing the reset switch PB1, the counting sequence could be reinitialized. This also means that, by connecting any other desired output pin with pin#13., the sequencing could be made to halt on that specific output pin.More of these projects can be found under the following Link:25 Great IC
4017 Projects for the Hobbyists and Engineers Flipkart Internet Private Limited, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia & Clove Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC066107 Telephone: 044-45614700 When we build the LED chaser circuits for a hobby, we often use a
CD4017 CMOS IC. Why would we choose this exact IC? The CD4017 is one of the most versatile number counters.It can count up to 10 and has 10 separate outputs. For each number counted from 0 to 9, it will send off a signal to each output pin.Because this chip contains both the counter and the decoder section. Let’s learn more about CD4017 by
experimenting with many circuits.CD4017 datasheet This IC is CMOS-Decade counter/divider that can be used to build all kinds of timers, LED sequencers, and controller circuits.The illustration below is a block diagram of inside IC 4017 / HCF4017.This IC used 5 D-type flip-flops to count numbers. Both the decoding and controlling parts contain 16
inverters and 15 other gates. This IC has many smaller components inside that might not be important for general uses.Block diagram inside CD4017 PinoutThe table below shows the important Pins.CD4017 PinoutThe CD4017’s pinout and function of each pin.CD4017 pinoutThanks: Photo CD4017 Buy nowDetail function of each pin1.) Pin 16 is a
positive power supply and pin 8 is a ground.The power supply ranges from 3 volts to 16 volts. And Maximum power supply voltage must not exceed 18 volts.2.) Pin 13 is the Clock Enable pin used to control the clock.When it is “0” logic, the clock will get enabled, and the counter advances one count for each clock pulse.But when “1” logic, the clock
input is stopped, and the counter will do nothing even when a clock pulse arrives.3.) Pin 14 is the clock input to trigger one count.The clock pulse must be “clean”.If they are “noisy” the counter may advance two or more times during each clock pulse.The counter will count on the positive-going clock signal.4.) Pin 15 is the reset pin. Normally, it is “0”
logic.When made “1” logic, the counter is reset to “0”.5.) Pins 1-7 and 9-11 are the decoded output pins.If a single output pin is “High” the rest will remain at “Low”.LED1 is located at the first output that is labeled as “0”, this labeling process will come in handy later when we use this IC as a number counter.When the counter goes up to “9”, it will
loop back to “0” once again.6.) Pin 12 is the carry-out pin, that “carries out” the clock input to an additional counter or an external circuit to continue the counting onward.Working of CD4017Here is the working process of CD4017 that might help you understand it better, and its explanation.Meet basic frequency dividerIf we feed a frequency of 10Hz
to the input pin 14. It will be equally divided between the 10 outputs.The first output or any other output can only change its position once per second.Since the Clock-In frequency of this chip gets divided by 10. Thus, most of the time CD4017 is called a decade counter/divider.The dividing number can be changed to other values. For example, divided
by 5, etc. Continue the reading below.Output BufferEach and every output of 4017 has a buffer able to drive a LED.It also works as a gate to isolate the internal parts (NAND gate and others) from an external circuit. With, this working process helps the IC work with greater efficiency.Control Pins The counter circuit has 2 other important
pins:ResetClock ENABLE (Clock inhibit)They are the control pins. We must connect them to either “high” or “low”. We can not leave them floating. This only applies to the reset & clock inhibit pins.Reset PinFirst, when the reset pin connects to “low” or Vss. This IC will count the full 10 outputs.But if we fed them with a voltage of more than 2/3 of
VDD, 6V in this case. Or a pulse of short duration into the reset pin.It will always reset the counting process to the first state (pin number 3).If we keep the reset pin “high”, the counter will stay still at the starting point (pin 3).Clock ENABLE pinSecond, when we connect the Clock Enable pin (clock inhibit) to the “Low” state. The IC will count the full
10 outputs. As shown above.In contrast, we connect it to a “high” state. The counter will pause on the output it currently counting.Thus, we often connect pin 13 to the ground.Make control pins stableWe should add R1 and R2, each resistor has 100K to 1M resistances, to keep the voltage spikes from entering the control pins.Usually, the control pins
a high impedance. It may get some unwanted noise from outside. If we connected R1 and R2 resistors from both control pins to the ground, to reduce their impedance. This means a lower chance of getting noise.N frequency dividerIf you want to divide frequencies with a number lower than 10. We can use CD4017 as below.Divided by 9Are you get
ideas? See next…We connect the output number 10 to the reset pin.This will make the counter count to 9 then reset. Divide-by-six Circuit Then, we connect 7th output to the pin 15 (reset).Also, it will the counter count to 6 then reset.Divide-by-N A divide-by-N. circuit for the CD4017 requires the N + 1 Output to be connected to the reset pin. This
circuit is helpful for add divisions or for a circuit requiring easy alteration.For standard division, a number of cheaper and better IC’s are available.Read also, you will get more ideasDivide by 6, 10, and 60 in crystal Digital Clock Generator Do you love it? Read next…How to Cascade the 4017 counterWe can cascade two (or more) 4017 counters to
produce a counter. See the circuit diagram, we use two 4017.Ideally, it can be a pre-set counter in which the outputs are diode gated to a signaling device such as a lamp or bell.We arranged the circuit to create a forward reading display and any number of chips. And we can add to increase the range.Then, the carry-out pin 12 connects to the clock in
the next counter. And, the reset and clock inhibit pins must connect to ground (Vss).The advantage of including the 100K resistors allows a simple push-to-make switch. To control in the circuit for “reset” or “freeze”Other equivalents IC of CD4017Sometimes you may find this IC number, but with an extra character in the front or back. For example,
CD4017BE, TC4017, MC14017, HCF4017, HEF4017, etc.Most likely, the naming scheme is up to the manufacturer. But if the pin and function are the same you can use them instead of one another. Recommended buying the cheaper one.Alternatives of 4017 are as follows:IC-4060 — 14-Stage Ripple-Carry Counters/Dividers with OscillatorsIC-4020 —
Binary Ripple Counter/Dividers, 14-Stage with oscillatorsIC-4040 — 12-Stage Ripple-Carry Counters/DividersIC-4022 — Divide by 8 Counter ICThey also are a counter types ICs. But with a slight change in pin function, that might be adaptable in some usages.For example, 15 basic circuits using CD401710 LED Flashing using IC-4017This the circuit
diagram of light LED flashing with a show of 10 LED.By using integrated number circuit CD4017 perform be Decade Counter/Divider with 10 Decoded Outputs.Which, it is an integrated digital circuit CMOS. Then, use the 9V power supply.For a signal input continue the circuit can produce general frequency may use IC NE555 all right.LED Chaser
circuit using 555 and 4017If you would like to learn basic digital. But it is difficult and boring.Let’s try to create an LED chaser circuit. It used in computer games and in many scientific and mathematics applications.So it is best for a beginner or for kids to learn digital.Also, my son loves them. Continue ReadingTwo way 12 LED running lights using
4017If you want a new style or beautiful lighting. The project may be good choice of yours. This is a two ways of LED running lighting.Which it is one of the 4017 project that uses 12 LED lamps, arranged in 2 rows, each row of 6 LEDs. A green one and a red one, alternatively. You can use a different color for this. Continue Reading To Look at more
detail.0-99 counter using 2x LM4017 ICWhen you want the counter circuit from 0 to arrive at 99. I think this circuit may on the same wavelength you certainly.It uses an LM4017 decade counter/divider as a circuit diagram below.When we feed a signal clock at 14 pins. It causes the position logic at a pin output. From 0 to 99.For switch, S1 perform
choose RUN or Reset.Please see the circuit picture will understand increasingly.Almost forget integrated number this circuit, requires low voltage 3V to 15V power supply. Because it is IC digital CMOS.10 Key Code Lock Switch CircuitSimple Keycode lock switch circuit using IC-4017 digital uses 10 switch bottom to control output by Relay. No
microcontroller is so easier and cheaper! Continue Reading1 Hz Timebase circuit using IC-4017When we need a standard digital clock 1 Hz. but we have the input signal is square waveform 10 Hz so need to reduct it lower with digital frequency divider circuit 10 timesI suggest that IC 4017 (Decade Counter / Divider with 10 Decoded)
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